We introduce in this paper the dynamics of Relative Superior Mandel-bar sets of inverse complex function for Ishikawa iteration. The z plane fractal images generated from the generalized transformation 
INTRODUCTION
The object Mandelbrot set given by Mandelbrot in 1979 and its relative object Julia set have become a wide and elite area of research nowadays due to their beauty and complexity of their nature.
Several papers have used escape-time methods to produce images of fractals based on the complex 2 d , leads to interesting Tricorn and Multicorns antifractals with respect to function iteration (see [6] and [14, 15] ). Multicorns are symmetrical objects. Their symmetry has been studied by Lau and Schleicher [11] .
The study of connectedness locus for antiholomorphic polynomials 2 zc  defined as Tricorn, coined by Milnor, plays intermediate role between quadratic and cubic polynomials. Crowe etal. [4] considered it as in formal analogy with Mandelbrot set and named it as Mandel-bar set and also brought its features bifurcations along axes rather than at points. Milnor [13] found it as a real slice of cubic connected locus. Winters [21] showed it as boundary along the smooth arc.
In this paper, we investigate the dynamics of the Mandel-bar set for the transformation of the function 
PRELIMINEARIES

Mandel-bar Set:
Following the Milnor's [13] The purpose of this paper is to visualize the relative superior antifractals of the complex inverse function i.e., antifractals with respect to relative superior orbit and to analyze the pattern of symmetry among them.
GEOMETRY OF RELATIVE SUPERIOR MANDELBAR SETS
The results of plotting the Relative Superior Mandelbar set for the function c A using Ishikawa Iterates, gives us the half moon shaped like crescent structure, hence, it can be named as Relative Superior Mandelbar set for quadratic. Crowe et. al [4] , has considered it in formal analogy with Mandelbrot set and named it "Mandelbar set". The general escape criterion for higher powers of polynomials, Here, we are presenting the observation in the study of the Relative Superior Mandelbar sets from the figures mentioned in Section 5.
Relative Superior Mandelbar sets:
Here we notice that the number of body parts in the Relative Superior Mandelbar sets is n-1, where n is the power of z .
As the value of s tend to 1 and s' tends to 1, the Relative Superior Mandelbar sets of order higher than two, have their main body get separated into n-1 equal parts which exists at some distance from each other. We also observe that for n is odd we have symmetry about both X and Y axis but for n is even the symmetry is maintained only along X axis.
Relative Superior Julia sets:
Geometrical analysis of the Relative Superior Julia sets of inverse complex conjugate function shows that the boundary of the fixed point region forms a (n -1) crescent shaped petals like parts.
For each value of c, we can iterate the mapping and test whether the resulting sequence of z approaches a cycle or not. The points that lead to a cycle can be colored according to the length of the cycle and the points that never enter the cycle but wander chaotically are colored dark. The light color regions in the figures represent stable points while dark colored regions represent unstable points.
Relative Superior Julia sets of inverse complex conjugate function for quadratic function shows ball shaped figure maintaining symmetry along X axis. For cubic function Relative Superior Julia sets shows symmetry along X and Y axes both. Moreover this function also describes reflection and rotational symmetry. The biquadratic function shows us the fascinating results. Here we have central planet with satellite like structures obtained that represents reflection as well as rotational symmetry. Here the value converges to a fixed point after 26 iterations 
FIXED POINTS
Fixed points of quadratic polynomial
GENERATION OF RELATIVE SUPERIOR MANDELBAR SETS
We generate Relative Superior Mandelbar sets for quadratic, cubic, biquadratic function and other higher order polynomials. 
